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VISUAL ART / K-5TH

Kindergarten
MAKE COFFEE FILTER ART
All you need are clean coffee filters and regular washable markers. Start in the middle with a
dot or small circle and draw around and around with various colors. When the entire coffee
filter is full of circle patterns, either wet it with a spray bottle of water or paint with a
paintbrush and clear water. Watch the colors run together like watercolors. Once dry, you can
add eyes or even legs and tails out of a second filter cut down into pieces, creating little animals
and monsters.
A helpful YouTube vid: How to Make coffee filters art. Using Markers! By Grace Helms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_4Vhb-g_7k

Kinder Art Google Classroom code: 3g2x3cg

1st grade
DRAW ANYTHING FROM NUMBERS
Using a black marker draw out numbers 1-9 using serifs. (That means drawing the foot of
numbers, so they look like this 1, instead of just a simple line for the number one. Turn the
number one into a boat, turn 2 into a swan, turn 3 into a bunny, etc…
A great YouTube vid that’ll show you how:
How to Draw Anything from numbers / Easy 9 Drawing from numbers for kids 1-9 by Robin Art
School https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvIqKOTvTsA

1st grade Art Google Classroom code: c6m4hf6

2nd grade
MAKE HOMEMADE PAINT + CREATE A ROOSTER USING PLASTIC FORK
Have your parents or an older sibling help you a little with this easy, non-toxic recipe.
STEP 1) 1 cup white flour. 1 cup of regular salt. Mix together. Add 1 cup of water, blend
together until smooth. Divide into 3 plastic sandwich bags. Add few drops of liquid food
coloring to each bag. I’d use the 3 primary colors: red, blue, yellow. Gently squish until well
blended. When ready to paint, snip a little hole out of one corner of the bag.
STEP 2) On a piece of paper, with black marker (use a Sharpie if you have it) draw a simple
rooster, looking at it from the side. Body, beak, comb (red stuff on his head like a crown). Apply
the paint using the cut hole in the plastic bag and squeeze it out as if it were frosting. Create
texture of feathers and tail by spreading the paint with plastic fork instead of paint brush!
YouTube vid: Learn to draw an easy rooster / Drawing with Diego
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzBWfFOLfYE

2nd grade Art Google Classroom code: we64gbf

3rd grade
WATERCOLOR LANDSCAPE INSIDE A CIRCLE
On a sheet of paper trace a round plate so you have a circle. Inside circle, with light pencil, draw
mountains across the middle of the circle, then watercolor only the sky. Let the paint touch the
outline of the mountains, but not go inside them. Blend colors and let them “bleed” together.
Adding more water for a blurry effect is good. If you don’t have watercolors at home, you can
use markers and blend with a paint brush and water or use a Q-tip instead of a paint brush. The
bottom half of the circle will be finished only with black marker. Create shadows, using LINE,
only one side of the mountain range (you choose right or left). Draw lines for foothills and
create trees in the foreground.
Once you get the technique down, create a second artwork. Draw the outline of beach cottages
or one or two beach balls sitting in sand. Watercolor only the sky above. With thin, black
marker create the details in the lower half of the composition.
YouTube videos:
Landscape Paintings for Kids by Cassie Stephens:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZJN6ZsVrSo
Mrs. Whaley shows you how!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kmZUvuD72Po&t=32s

3rd grade Art Google Classroom code: tmtjoma

4th grade
DRAW A 3D HOLE
Optical illusions are really fun and teach us the power of LINE. All you need for this project is a
pencil, straight edge (use a ruler or the side of a book) paper and a black marker.
With pencil, draw square in the middle of your paper.
Create a diagonal line inside square from one corner to the other.
Create L’s evenly spaced apart, turning on the diagonal.
Fill every other one with black marker, starting with the small square that’s now been created
at the bottom corner and outline the whole square for finishing touch.
Shade with pencil for a finishing touch. This is using the Element of Value: darker at the bottom
of your newly created hole, lighter as you rise to the top.
You Tube Vid: Very Easy! How to Draw a 3D Hole – Anamorphic Illusion by Pin Koro
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnZQYXPJnXU

4th grade Art Google Classroom code: jhjkbnx

5th grade
DRAWING DESCRIPTION PROJECT
Grab a parent or sibling for a partner and have fun with this project using the included power
point featuring famous pieces of art. One person looks at the art and describes it. The other
draws based on the description. Use proper art terms like background, middle ground and
foreground and the Elements of Art: line, shape, value, form, color, texture, space.
If you can’t access the power point don’t worry. Any interesting picture from a magazine or
book may be used. One person describes the pictures, the other person draws based on the
detailed, verbal description.
Power point for this project is located in 5th grade Google classroom.

If you can, use the power point:
Drawing Description Game Whaley

5th grade Art Google Classroom code: jxhmmmi

